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1. INTRODUCTION 
\Ve consider the first- and second-order delay-differential equations: 
and 
s’(t) + a(t).f(.r(t - r(t))) = 0, (1.1) 
s”(t) + a(t)f(x(t - r(f))) : 0. (I.?) 
For both equations we assume a, Y, andf are continuous, a: [0, r13’) + (0, x), 
f :  (-,-a, x)+(-co, co), r: [0, ‘x)) - [0, cc), .\:f(.v) 1, 0 if s A 0, and 
t - r(f) + 03 as t + w. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give conditions on a(t), r(t). and j(x) 
that yield various stability results for Eqs. (I. 1) and (1.2). -41~0, we have 
found it essential to give conditions that ensure continuation of solutions of 
these equations. 
Much of the previous work concerning (1.1) has dealt with stability and 
asymptotic behavior of solutions (cf. [I] an re erences therein). In particular. d f  
for the special case .f(x) =: sy, where y  ;>a 0 is the quotient of odd integers, 
stability considerations have been essentialI>- settled for y  .?: I (cf. Section 4). 
\Ve are primarily concerned here with a stability result for (1.1) that will 
include the case y  < I. I f  a(t) = a :> 0, r(t) Q 1~ 0 and .f(.x) = ~1’~~ it 
is known that the zero solution of (1.1) is unstable (cf.. e.g., [?I). Thus, one 
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expects to require that r(t) be small in some sense in order for the zero 
solution to be stable. In Section 4, we show that essentially all we need to 
require is that u(t) - 0 as t --f co. It is interesting and perhaps surprising 
that our stability result for (1.1) re ies on first establishing uniqueness of the 1’ 
zero solution. 
Equation (1.2), when r(t) -= 0, has been the subject of intensive investiga- 
tion for many years. It is generally assumed that u(t) == c(t) b(t), where c(t) 
is monotone nondecreasing and b(t) is monotone nonincreasing with b(t) > 
b, > 0 and b(0) = 1. Under these conditions, one is able to give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for oscillations, Liapunov stability, and boundedness 
of solutions (cf. [3, 41 and references therein). When u(t) - a, then general 
conditions can be given to ensure that solutions tend to zero (cf. [3, 51 and 
references therein). The necessary and sufficient conditions for oscillations 
obtained when v(t) = 0 can be translated into sufficient conditions for 
oscillations when r(t) is not zero (cf. [6]). 
When r(t) is not zero, there seems to be very little known about bounded- 
ness and stability of solutions of (1.2). When u(t) is a positive constant, 
r(t) .= 1 and f(x) = X, then it is known that (1.2) has unbounded solutions 
and the zero solution is unstable (cf. [7, p. 601). Thus, as before, one would 
expect to require that r(t) would become small in some sense in order to 
conclude boundedness and stability. In Section 5, we present a Liapunov 
functional that yields boundedness and stability. The boundedness result 
is then coupled with theorems in [5] to yield conditions that ensure that 
solutions tend to zero when a(t) -+ co. 
Our results mentioned above for (1.2) depend heavily on a(t) > 0. Thus, 
if u(t) is only positive past some t, , then it is crucial to know that solutions 
can be continued up to t, so that the condition can then take effect. Thus, 
a continuation result is needed. This type of result is also important to 
oscillation theory for (1.2) which has received a considerable amount of 
attention lately (cf. [8] and references therein). In Section 3, we are able to 
extend the standard continuation result for equations without a delay to 
cover a general vector system with delay. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Consider the general system 
.r’ = F(t, x) + G(t, x(t - r(t))), (2.1) 
where F, G: [0, co) x R’” + R”, Y: [0, co) 4 [0, co), and F, G, and Y  are 
continuous. 
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For t, > 0 the initial interval for (2. I) at t,, is given by 
Given a continuous initial function 4: E, - R”, the basic initial value 
problem for (2.1) at t -= t, consists of dete;mining a continuous solution of 
(2.1) for t > t, such that x(t) = 4(t) for t E E,” . Such a solution will be 
denoted by s(t, t, . 4). It is well known that an!~ such initial-value problem 
has a continuous solution on some interval (to, t, - 12) for some h 3-. 0 
(cf. [9, Theorem 41). Finally, when we refer to a solution x(t, t, , 4) of (2. I ), 
we shall mean a solution with continuous initial function $I on E, with 1 
I 4 ‘! y 7 SUP $(s) l.EE,O , where ( . is any convenient norm in R”. 
\Z’e now define the types of stability that we will be rsamining. 
DEFIIWION. SupposeF(t, 0) --I 0 = G(t, 0). The zero solution, s(t) 0, 
of (2. I) is stable, if for every E > 0 and t,, 13 0. there exists 6 m_ a(,, tn) :.:, 0 
such that if 114 1 < 6 on I$ , then / s(t, t, , $)I s: t for all f  & t,, . The zero 
solution is uniformi~n stable If 6 can be chosen independently of t,, . The zero 
solution of (2.1) is asymptotical~~~ stable, if it is stable and if there exists 
6, :~: A,,(t,j J> 0 such that if iI4 ‘~ < 6,, then .r(t, f ,  , #J)I - 0 as t -+ ,x8. 
The zero solution is globally asymptoticall>~ stable, if it is stable and if all 
solutions with continuous initial functions tend to zero as t --+ rc. 
3. C~NTINITATION OF SOL~:TIONI; 
It can be shown without much difficulty that if r(t) :> 0 for all t .;: 0. 
then any solution of either (1 .l) or (I .2) that is defined at some t, can be 
continued for all future time. However, if r(f) is allowed to become zero for 
some values of t, the situation becomes more complicated and the general 
question of continuability is unsettled for this case. Our main result in this 
section provides conditions for which each solution of (2. I) can be continued 
to t = m and it allows r(t) to be zero for various values of t. 
S uppose there are continuous functions Ci(t) andL,(t) such that F(t, x); _ 
C,(t)L,(l s I) and ( G(t, x); .< C,(t) &(I s I), where c’; . L,: [0, x) ---, (0, ‘cc). 
i =- I. 2. 
THEOREM 3. I. Suppose the above conditions hold sith Li(u) monotone 
nondecreasing in u for i = 1, 2. I f  St” {du/[L,(u) f  L.,(u)]] = +,x, then an:\ 
solution of (2.1) can be continued to t = -k ,CG. 
Proof. Suppose there is a solution s(t) of (2.1) defined on some interval 
[to, t,, + II) that cannot be continued to +,x1. Then by [9, Theorem 61, 
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there is a T > to with x(t) defined on [to , T) and lim sup,,,- / x(t)1 = + cr3. 
In an earlier paper [6, Corollary to Theorem l] it was shown that, under 
these conditions, we must have r(T) = 0. Thus, there exists t, with 
t,,<f,<Tandt-~(t)>t,fort>t,.On[t,,T)wehave 
&v(t) = .r(h) -t jh, x(s)) ds + j: G(s, x(s - Y(S))) ds 
t1 
and so, for M = ~up~~l~,,~l [Cl(t), C,(t)], we have 
I 4t)l G I &)I + jt I F@, .%@))I ds + j” I G(s, 4s - Y(s)))1 ds 
tl t1 
G I .r(t,)l + 1” c,(~)L,(I .+)I) ds f  jt c,(s)L,(l x(s - Y(#) ds 
‘11 t1 
G / .r@,)l + jt ML,(! .+)I) ds + j” A&(I + - 1-(S))I) ds zfH(t). 
t1 t1 
Thus, H(t) > 1 x(t) and H’(t) = ML.,(/ s(t)l) + ALL& x(t - r(t))l) > 0. 
Thus, H is defined and monotone nondecreasing for t, < t < T. 
Now, since Y(T) = 0, there exists t, such that t, < t, < T and t - r(t) > t, 
whenever t, < t < T. Thus, for t, < t < T, we have 
1 x(t)1 < H(t) = / so + j: MLL,(i s(s)l) ds + j: ML,(l .z’(s - r(s))l) ds 
= I .v(t,)l f  j” ML,(I .+)I) ds + it’ M&(I S(S - Y(s))I) ds 
t1 -t1 
.t 
+ Jt2 -%(I x(s);) ds + 11 bf-%(i 4s - +))I) ds 
Therefore, 
Ef K + j  t A&(I .+)I) ds + j t ,fi&,(l X(S - Y(S)J~) ds 
tp t2 
6 K + j t ML,(H(s)) ds + [’ MLL,(H(s - Y(s))~) ds 
< S f  ;’ ML,(H(s)) ds + i’ IlhQH(s)) ds. 
- t! tp 
1 s(t)i < H(t) < K + M f’[L,(H(s)) + L,(H(s))] ds. 
* t2 
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Hence, for t, < t < T, there are positive constants M and K such that 
Now, consider a solution y(t) of 
We have J’ == M[L,(y) + L,(y)], so L,(y) -t L,(y) :- 0 implies jq’/[L,(yj L 
L,(y)] z Al, and hence, 
if {?Ip),s[~l(J(s)j + L,(~(~))I; ds == ,~fp - t,). 
s I., 
Letting z’ = y(s) we have J::ii, {&/[L,(w) + L,(a)]j = A1(t - tP), and SO 
there exists P with y(t) < P if t, -<, t < T. It follows now from [lo, 
pp. 315-3161 that 1 x(t)1 < H(t) < r(t) for t, < t < T. This contradicts 
lim sup,,,- / x(t)! = + cc, thereby completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose f  (x) = .v, where y  is the quotient of odd integers 
with 0 < y  :< 1. Then each solution C$ either (1.1) or (I 2) ran be continued 
tot= +cc. 
4. STABILITY FOR THE SC.4LAR DELAY EQUATION 
In this section, we prove a stability result for (1.1) that, as u-e mentioned 
in Section 1, has been motivated by the case f(.x) =y A+ with 0 < y  < 1. The 
case for y  3 1 has been thoroughly discussed by several authors and we 
state below two of the main results that have been proved along these lines. 
Other results for which the delay in Eq. (1.1) is state dependent have been 
given, for instance, by Cooke [12] and Winston [13, 141. 
The first theorem, which was given by Cooke for the linear case, has 
inspired several other research papers on related equations (cf. [l] for 
references). 
THEOREM 4.1 ([15, Theorem 11). Suppose f(x) -= s, a(t) e u z- 0, 
JT r(t) dt c m and r(t) ---f 0 us t--f CD. Then each solution x(t) of (1.1) 
satisfies 
(4. I ) 
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for some constant c, and conversely, for each constant c, there is a solution that 
satisfies (4.1). 
The next theorem is a special case of a result of Yorke. 
THEOREM 4.2 ([2, Theorem 1.11). Suppose f(x) = J?’ with y  3 1 and 
0 < iyO < a(t) < p and r(t) < q for constants CQ , p and q. If  0 < pq < 3/2, 
the zero solution of (1.1) is uniformly stable. If, in addition, 0 < pq < 312, 
the zero solution is uniformb asymptotically stable. 
A well-known and major tool for studying stability properties of certain 
ordinary differential equations is Liapunov’s direct method. Although the 
general theory of this method carries over, for the most part, to delay- 
differential equations, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to construct a 
useable Liapunov functional for such an equation. To avoid this difficulty, 
Razumikhin has introduced a Liapunov-type technique that several authors 
have applied to the study of stability of various delay-differential equations. 
This method has been particularly effective for studying certain scalar 
delay-differential equations, and for a discussion of this method we refer 
to [16]. 
Apparently neither Liapunov’s method nor Razumikhin’s method can be 
applied to obtain a general stability result for (1.1). We introduce below 
still another technique in order to establish a stability result for (1.1) for any f  
that satisfies the conditions of Section 1. As was mentioned earlier, our 
technique depends on uniqueness of the zero solution. (The zero solution of 
(1.1) is unique if, for any solution x(t) of (1.1) with initial function $J = 0 on 
some initial interval Et, , we have x(t) =: 0 for all t > t, .) I f  r(t) > 0 for all 
t > 0. it follows from the results in [6, Sect. 21 that the zero solution of (1. I) 
is unique. In fact, all solutions are unique. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose the zero solution of (1.1) is unique and r(t) < q for 
some q > 0. Further, suppose either b(t) r(t) 4 0 as t -+ cx or a(t) + 0 as 
t -+ co, where b(t) = ~up,,[,,~l a(s). Then the zero solution of (1.1) is stable. 
If, in addition, Ja a(t) dt = w, then the zero solution is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Let E > 0 and t, > 0 be given and let 7, p be so chosen that 
O<r)<fl<E. 
First, suppose b(t) r(t) - 0 as t + co. Let t* 3 t, + q be chosen suffi- 
ciently large that b(t) r(t) < (j3 - ~)/M(E) for t > t*, where M(E) = 
maxi1 f  (x)1: / x 1 < l ). Since the zero solution is unique, it follows from 
[17, Theorem 5. l] that there exists 8 = S(t, , t*, 7) > 0 such that, if /I 4 iI < 6 
on Et0 , then 1 x(t, t,, 4 1 < 7 for t, < t .< t*. We shall show that 1 x(t)1 = 
1 x(t, to , d)l < E for all t 2 t, with /I + /I < 6 on Et0 
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Assume the contrary. Then there exist constants t, , t, , t, < t, < t, 1 
such that 1 x(1,)1 = /3, / x(Q = E, /3 < 1 x(t)1 < E for t, < t < t, and 
x(t)1 < E for t < t, . It follows that t, > t* and either x(t) > 0 for 
t, .<. t < t, with x’(tz) > 0 or x(t) < 0 for t, < t < t, with .t’(ta) <: 0. Ak 
a similar argument holds for both cases, we assume the former. 
Let i be the last time that x(.) = 7; that is. .~(i) : q and n < .r(t) \’ E 
for i < t -‘, t, . Now, for t, c< t SJ t, , we have 
/3 - ‘7 2; 1 x(t) - x(t)l 1.; Jy u(s) 1 f(x(s - r(sj)) ds 
,Z it bcs) l f(.+ -- rbj)j ds z I- ,II(~) bctj (t -~ t), 
.i 
since b(t) is monotone nondecreasing. Thus, for f,  -.<I t ::. f ,  , we have 
which implies t - r(t) > t. Hence, for such f, we have .v(t - r(t)) ;:: 7 1;. 0. 
In particular, we have x’(t,) = -a(t)f(x(t2 - r(tg))) < 0, which is a con- 
tradiction. Thus, we have established stability in case b(t) p(f) + 0 as t --f ,x. 
Next, suppose a(t) + 0 as t + CG. In this case let t* be chosen sufficiently 
large that a(t) < (p - n)/M(.~)q for t > t* and let 6 = s(t, , t’, v), f. t, , and 
t, be chosen as above. From the mean value theorem for integrals. we have 
where i < 5 < t. Then t - i 3 (j3 - qjjL\Y(c) a([) -:: q . . r(t) since 
( ‘.. f  ;> t*, and we obtain a contradiction as before. 
If  J”Z n(t) dt I= GO, then from [I, Theorem 21 it follows that any bounded 
solution tends to zero as t + m. Hence. the zero solution is asymptotically 
stable and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Obviously, the above theorem can be applied forf(s) 2: .P for any y  .’ 0. 
However, for y  12 1 Theorem 4.3 is not strong due to such results ;1s 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. But, for y  < 1, Theorem 4.3 represents the onI!- 
stability result for the zero solution of (1.1) that we have either been able to 
prove, or to find in the literature. In fact, as we mentioned previously, for 
j(s) == xl ‘2, u(t) Y a :-- 0, and r(t) 7 q ‘:, 0, the zero solution of (1. I) is 
unstable. 
Finally, we mention that Theorem 4.3 can be coupled with [ 1, Theorem 4] 
to yield a global asymptotic stability result for (I. I ). 
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5. BOUNDEDNESS, STABILITY, AND SOLIJTIONS TENDING 
TO ZERO FOR THE SECOND-ORDER DELAY EQUATION 
We now turn to Eq. (1.2) and assume that there are differentiable functions 
c(t) and b(t) such that a(t) = c(t) b(t) with the properties as before, that is, 
c(t) is nondecreasing, b(t) is nonincreasing, b(0) = 1 and b(t) > 6, > 0. In 
this section, we assume that a(t) has a continuous derivative so that this 
decomposition can always be accomplished. However, even in this case, the 
condition b(t) > 6, > 0 must be added. We also ask thatf be differentiable 
and denote f*(x) == u!!(x)/&. 
The notation can be considerably simplified in the sequel if r’(t) is con- 
tinuous and r’(t) < 1. Instead, we ask that there exist continuous functions 
0~: [0, CG) + (0, co) and ,8: [0, co) --f [0, co) satisfying: 
I. jr a(t)/?(t) dt < co; 
II. a’(t) .< h < 1, for some h > 0; 
III. r(t) < a(t), for all t 3 0. 
I\‘. there exists d > 1 and E > 0 such that 
[BWWI + [c’(W-$) WI 2 4 
and 2((d - I)(1 - h))l!” >, L(E), where L(C) = sup(lf*(x)l : 1 x 1 < l >. 
LEMMA. Suppose r’(t) < h < 1 for some constant h 3 0 and 
J’z c(t) r(t) dt < co. Then I-IV hold. 
Proof. Let a(t) -= r(t) so that II and III hold. In IV, for E > 0 defined 
by 2((d - l)(l - h))‘,‘2 = L(E), (d - 1) = L(~)/4(1 - h). So d = 1 + 
L(~)/4(1 - h). 
Now, define j?(t) = Zdc(t) so that 
sx m(t) p(t) dt = Ia r(t) 2d c(t) dt = 2d ii r(t) r(t) dt < m 
0 ‘0 ‘0 
by hypothesis, and so I holds. 
As to IV, clearly, d > 1, and as c’ 2 0, we have 
$(t) > p@) _ %;) d, -= 
24) 
as was to be shown. 
It will be convenient to express (1.2) as the system 
.x’ = y, 
Y’ = -c(t) b(f)fW + c(t) b(t) -[:,ct,f*(s(t + 4) y(t + s) ds. 
(5.1) 
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THEOREM 5.1. Suppose I-IV hoZdfor some E ‘;- 0 (C possible equal to + SC.). 
A. Zf (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (5.1) with initialfunction +, and if I! 4, 
is s@icient~~ small, then x(t) is bounded. 
B. If  E =. $-co is admissible in IV, then all solutions of (5.1) can be 
continued to t =- +m. 
C. If a(t) is bounded, then the zero solution of (5.1) is uniforml~~ stable. 
D. If E == f  ci) is admissible in I\- and if J-i’f (s) tl.~ == f,m, then 
ever3 solution of (1.2) is bounded. 
Proof. The entire result rests on the following Liapunov functional 
r- := (exp [ - (_’ &j p(s) ds]) [{TLj2c(t): i b(t) F(sj 
‘0 
where F(x) = j-: f  (s) ds. Along solutions of (5. I) we have 
-7 y(t)1 1 f*(.y(t + S))I 1 V(t + s)’ + (x’(t) - I)J’(~ i- s)] ds( . 
To prove A, notice that as long as ’ x(t)1 -:I E, then h\- I, II. and 11- we have 
I” .’ exp [- r’a(s)P(s)ds] ij;:,,, [(G-d + I)?‘(t) AL(E) y(t)y(t i s) 
. 0 
-L (-1 + h) y’(t + s)] ds; , 
and this is negative by IV. As I7 >, KF(x) for some K > 0, if the initial 
function is sufficiently small, then it follows from standard Liapunov 
arguments that x(t) remains smaller than E for all future t. 
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For B, notice that V’ < 0. Thus, on any interval [to , T), we have 1,. > r;?s? 
for some K > 0. Thus, r*(t) is bounded on [t, , T). As m’ = y, we have 
x’(t) bounded on [to , T) and so x(t) is bounded on that interval. Thus, 
(~(t),~(t)) can be extended past T. In other words, there does not exist T 
for which lim ~up~-,~- (1 x(t)1 + 1 y(t)l) = +CO, and so the solution can be 
continued to t = fco. 
To prove C, notice that by using the argument under A we find that I7 
satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Yoshizawa [18, Theorem 33.3, p. 1911 
and so the zero solution is uniformly stable. 
If  E = io is admissible, then V’ < 0. Also, as r 3 KF(s), it follows 
easily that x(t) is-bounded. This completes the proof. 
Remark. If  a(t) + ~0, then the integral condition in D can be relaxed. 
The details are similar to those in the proof of [3, Theorem 21. 
Remark. It is a simple exercise to show that the conclusion of B holds 
without I. Indeed, asf *(.r) is bounded in this case, Theorem 3.1 applies. 
Remark. We now want to conclude that x(t) -+ 0 as t - co provided 
that a(t) + cc (or, equivalently, c(t) -+ cc). An analysis of the conditions 
of the next results and I-I\’ will show that if f* is bounded, then 
SC c(t) r(t) dt < cc is essentially all that is required for solutions to tend to 
zero. Other conditions are added, but they are mild and simply rule out 
badly pathological examples. 
For simplicity in stating our next result, we let 
Q(t) = (c(W2 1 [c’(Wc”~“(t)]” + [l/(c(t))“‘] & [y&y] j . (5.2) 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose a”(t) is continuous, c(t) --f co as t ---, co, 
Sta f (x) dx = + co, and I-IV holdfor E = m. Further, suppose 
(i) Jr c(t) r(t) dt < co, 
(ii) JTQ(t) dt < co, and 
(iii) c’(t)/c3j2(t) is bounded. 
Then any solution x(t) of (1.2) tends to zero as t + 0~). 
Proof. By D of Theorem 4.1, all solutions of (1.2) are bounded. Under 
the conditions required, by [S, Theorem 51, all solutions of x” + a(t) f (x) = e(t) 
tend to zero if jr [I e(t)l/(a(t))1/2] dt < co. It suffices to show that this is 
true for 
4) = J‘f,,,, -Wf *W + 4) At + 4 4 
where (x(t), y(t)) is a fixed solution of (5.1). 
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From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we know that ~“(t)/c(t) < K for some 
constant K. Now, 
I 44 = ~(4 4) !f*W + s,))l I y(t + sl) , 
where sr -: sr(t) and sr < 0. Thus, 
I e(t)’ < Lr(t) a(t)(Kc(t + s1))‘!3 :; LY(f) a(t)(&-(t)y, 
where L is a bound on ) f  *( .)I. We then have 
1 e(t);/(a(t))1/2 < Lr(t)(Ku(t) c(t))‘!* < L(IiYY(t) f(t)), 
which is integrable by (i). This completes the proof. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
There are several questions of interest that remain open concerning the 
equations and results of this paper. For instance, we have already mentioned 
a direction for improving Theorem 3. I. Also, it would be desirable to give 
a more general f  for which solutions of (I .I) or (1.2) can be continued to 
t := fal. 
For boundedness, it would be of interest to give conditions for which all 
solutions of (1.2) are bounded without having to require that f*(x) be 
globally bounded. Such a result has been given for Eq. (1.1) [I, Theorem 41, 
but it seems feasible to the authors that even this result can be improved to 
some extent. 
It would be of considerable interest to give conditions that ensure stability 
of the zero solution of (1.2) and that do not require f*(x) to be bounded in 
a neighborhood of zero. Perhaps a technique similar to that in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3 can be employed to obtain such a result. Finally, due to results 
such as Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, the authors feel that stability questions 
concerning the zero solution of (1.1) h ave been essentially settled. 
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